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Administration | Column

Holistic Energy Management: What It Means & Why Your
Organization Could Benefit

By Susan Skirta

Communication Specialist, appi energy
Energy consultants, energy suppliers, energy managers,
energy brokers, energy advisors, the utility…if your head
is spinning from the options made available to your
organization when it comes to taking control of your energy
usage, it stands to reason. So where do you turn and what’s
the best course of action to consider? Let’s start by taking a
closer look at what holistic energy management means.
Holistic Energy Management
Energy is without a doubt one of the top expenses for
any organization. It’s a no-brainer to aim for decreased
energy costs, but the question becomes: what is the best
way to reduce costs and minimize budgetary risks while
concurrently improving the sustainability and efficiency of
your organization? Are you under pressure to be “greener”
or take greater strides to reduce your carbon footprint? It
all comes back to your energy management and energy
strategy, which is where a holistic approach enters the scene.
Holistic energy management is as simple as it sounds,
aiming to take a full, comprehensive, 360-approach to setting,
meeting, and exceeding your organization’s energy goals,
be it reducing costs or meeting the demand for increased
renewables. Holistic energy consultants don’t look at one
aspect of your organization, such as locking you into a new

supply contract, but rather they look at your needs fully
and holistically, first assessing and then presenting you with
concrete solutions that are varied and also tailored to your
borough’s individual needs. Simply stated: you’ll be provided
with a comprehensive way to reduce energy expenses, reduce
demand, and improve resiliency and sustainability.
What Solutions Are Available?
Holistic energy management means taking a full-service
approach to what solutions fit your needs to help you reduce
and improve. That can vary depending on your current
needs and goals, but a few options include:
• Negotiating with a wide base of fully vetted, trusted
suppliers to provide you with ideal pricing and
contract terms
• Locking into a new (and improved) natural gas or
electricity supply contract, but also assisting you well
past the point the contract with your new supplier is
signed. A holistic, comprehensive approach means
your energy consultant is continually monitoring
your accounts and keeping an eye out for new
opportunities to reduce costs. Moreover, they’re on
deck to assist you with any supplier issues that may
arise, such as a discrepancy on your bill or opening
additional service accounts.
• Identifying, presenting, and implementing energy
efficiency and sustainability solutions that are both
product and technology agnostic, ensuring you
are utilizing the most productive energy efficiency
measures such as:
• Energy Conservation Measures
o LED Lighting
o Solar
o AI Battery Storage
o Renewables
o Demand Response
o Utility Bill Management
o And more…
Through customized solutions, you’ll receive a
comprehensive evaluation of demand and usage profile, yielding
recommendations that are most impactful to your operations.
A great place to start is by contacting APPI Energy for
your complimentary assessment. S
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TRAINING SCHEDULE
July 2021
Contact
Hours

W/WW/
Both

County

Instructor

Member

Non
Member

#2952 Securing Drinking Water & Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

5

Both

Clarion

R. Holler

$125

$165

7/8/21

#722 Financial Management Basics for Small Utilities

6

Both

Lycoming

J. Opferbeck

$130

$175

7/13/21

#8402 Fundamental Principles and Techniques in
Buried Utility Location

5

Both

Chester

Eastcom
Assoc.

$105

$140

7/13/21

#146 Operator Health & Safety Survival Guide

6

Both

Armstrong

J. Jordan

$105

$140

7/13/21

#3035 Reducing Unaccounted for Water

6

W

Westmoreland

W. Malehorn

$105

$140

7/13/21

#5657 Inflow and Infiltration Toolbox

6

WW

Indiana

P. Giunta

$105

$140

7/14/21

#3038 Employee Evaluations Basics

4

Both

Erie

C. Heister

$105

$140

7/14/21

#6527 Flagger Training

3

Both

Huntingdon

C. Shutt

$70

$95

7/14/21

#2570 /7524 - Collection System Fundamentals I
Collection Rehabilitation & Maintenance

6

WW

Warren

Exeter Supply

$105

$140

7/14/21

#3608 GIS

4

Both

Venango

M. Emery

$105

$140

7/15/21

#7640 Water and Wastewater Workplace Safety Confined Space, Trenching & Bloodborne Pathogens

6

Both

Montgomery

B. Spada

$165

$220

7/15/21

#2570 /7524 - Collection System Fundamentals I
Collection Rehabilitation & Maintenance

6

WW

Washington

Exeter Supply

$105

$140

7/15/21

#146 Operator Health & Safety Survival Guide

6

Both

Mercer

J. Jordan

$105

$140

7/20/21

#146 Operator Health & Safety Survival Guide

6

Both

Franklin

J. Jordan

$105

$140

7/20/21

#6820 Importance of Air Release Valves in Water and
Wastewater Systems

3

Both

Centre

Rockacy /
A.R.I USA

$70

$95

7/20/21

#1658 Using Activated Sludge Process Control Tools

6

WW

Carbon

T. Goehring

$105

$140

7/21/21

#6116 Basic Hydraulics

5

Both

Dauphin

T. Long

$105

$140

7/22/21

#146 Operator Health & Safety Survival Guide

6

Both

Adams

J. Jordan

$105

$140

7/22/21

#6964 Drinking Water System Fundamentals 101

5.5

W

Blair

W. Malehorn

$105

$140

7/27/21

#8718 Flagger Training (SWBT Live Online)

3

Both

Zoom

C. Shutt

$70

$95

7/27/21

#1658 Using Activated Sludge Process Control Tools

6

WW

Clearfield

T. Goehring

$105

$140

7/28/21

#6114 Operation of Wastewater Treatment Plants

5

WW

Cambria

T. Goehring

$105

$140

7/28/21

#3608 GIS

4

Both

Fayette

M. Emery

$105

$140

7/28/21

#3038 Employee Evaluations Basics

4

Both

Luzerne

C. Heister

$105

$140

7/29/21

#5657 Inflow and Infiltration Toolbox

6

WW

Berks

P. Giunta

$105

$140

7/29/21

#3035 Reducing Unaccounted for Water

6

W

Beaver

W. Malehorn

$105

$140

Date

Course

7/8/21

Search: PaRuralWater to stay up to
date on all classes & events!

Schedule is Subject to Change
4
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TRAINING SCHEDULE
August 2021

Date

Course

Contact
Hours

W/WW/
Both

County

Instructor

Member

Non
Member

8/3/21

#6116 Basic Hydraulics

5

Both

Montgomery

T. Long

$105

$140

8/3/21

#6964 Drinking Water System Fundamentals 101

5.5

W

Westmoreland

W. Malehorn

$105

$140

8/3/21

#6114 Operation of Wastewater Treatment Plants

5

WW

Lycoming

T. Goehring

$105

$140

8/4/21

#8402 Fundamental Principles and Techniques in
Buried Utility Location

5

Both

Erie

Eastcom
Assoc.

$105

$140

8/5/21

#3608 GIS

4

Both

Dauphin

M. Emery

$105

$140

8/5/21

#6114 Operation of Wastewater Treatment Plants

5

WW

Lycoming

T. Goehring

$105

$140

8/5/21

#722 Financial Management Basics for Small Utilities

6

Both

Chester

J. Opferbeck

$130

$175

8/10/21

#7640 Water and Wastewater Workplace Safety Confined Space, Trenching & Bloodborne Pathogens

6

Both

Adams

B. Spada

$165

$220

8/10/21

#8718 Flagger Training (SWBT Live Online)

3

Both

Zoom

C. Shutt

$70

$95

8/10/21

#3186 Protecting Your Drinking Water Sources
“A Hands On Course”

9

W

Warren

D. Muir

$105

$140

8/11/21

#3186 Protecting Your Drinking Water Sources
“A Hands On Course”

9

W

Clarion

D. Muir

$105

$140

8/11/21

#3038 Employee Evaluations Basics

4

Both

Blair

C. Heister

$105

$140

8/12/21

#3608 GIS

4

Both

Berks

M. Emery

$105

$140

8/12/21

#6964 Drinking Water System Fundamentals 101

5.5

W

Snyder

W. Malehorn

$105

$140

8/17/21

#2952 Securing Drinking Water & Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

5

Both

Mercer

R. Holler

$125

$165

8/18/21

#1658 Using Activated Sludge Process Control Tools

6

WW

York

T. Goehring

$105

$140

8/18/21

#3038 Employee Evaluations Basics

4

Both

Beaver

C. Heister

$105

$140

8/18/21

#3035 Reducing Unaccounted for Water

6

W

Clearfield

W. Malehorn

$105

$140

8/19/21

#6114 Operation of Wastewater Treatment Plants

5

WW

Lehigh

T. Goehring

$105

$140

8/19/21

#6527 Flagger Training

3

Both

Luzerne

C. Shutt

$70

$95

Register for classes at: WWW.PRWA.COM/STORE
Classes are regularly updated on our website. Check here for the most up-to-date schedule!
SUMMER 2021
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TRAINING SCHEDULE
September 2021

Date

Course

Contact
Hours

W/WW/
Both

County

Instructor

Member

Non
Member

9/1/21

#6116 Basic Hydraulics

5

Both

Armstong

T. Long

$105

$140

9/14/21

#7577 Advanced Disinfection Technologies for Water
and Wastewater

6

Both

Westmoreland

M. Harrington

$130

$175

9/14/21

#6820 Importance of Air Release Valves in Water and
Wastewater Systems

3

Both

Dauphin

Rockacy /
A.R.I USA

$70

$95

9/14/21

#3186 Protecting Your Drinking Water Sources
“A Hands On Course”

9

W

Lycoming

D. Muir

$105

$140

9/15/21

#3186 Protecting Your Drinking Water Sources
“A Hands On Course”

9

W

Lackawanna

D. Muir

$105

$140

9/15/21

#3036 The 10 Best Kept Water and Wastewater
Process Management Secrets

6

Both

Westmoreland

M. Harrington

$130

$175

9/15/21

#8460 Activated Sludge-A view beneath the Surface Microbiology

3

WW

S. Leach

$70

$95

9/16/21

#7640 Water and Wastewater Workplace Safety Confined Space, Trenching & Bloodborne Pathogens

6

Both

Washington

B. Spada

$165

$220

9/16/21

#3608 GIS

4

Both

Blair

M. Emery

$105

$140

9/21/21

#8402 Fundamental Principles and Techniques in
Buried Utility Location

5

Both

Luzerne

Eastcom
Assoc.

$105

$140

9/21/21

#2952 Securing Drinking Water & Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

5

Both

Berks

R. Holler

$125

$165

9/21/21

#6114 Operation of Wastewater Treatment Plants

5

WW

Beaver

T. Goehring

$105

$140

9/22/21

#3038 Employee Evaluations Basics

4

Both

Montgomery

C. Heister

$105

$140

9/22/21

#1658 Using Activated Sludge Process Control Tools

6

WW

Mercer

T. Goehring

$105

$140

9/22/21

#6964 Drinking Water System Fundamentals 101

5.5

W

Adams

W. Malehorn

$105

$140

9/23/21

#6527 Flagger Training

3

Both

Erie

C. Shutt

$70

$95

9/23/21

#8460 Activated Sludge-A view beneath the Surface Microbiology

3

WW

Lehigh

S. Leach

$70

$95

9/23/21

#3608 GIS

4

Both

Lycoming

M. Emery

$105

$140

9/28/21

#8718 Flagger Training (SWBT Live Online)

3

Both

Zoom

C. Shutt

$70

$95

9/29/21

#5657 Inflow and Infiltration Toolbox

6

WW

York

P. Giunta

$105

$140

9/29/21

#3035 Reducing Unaccounted for Water

6

W

Schuylkill

W. Malehorn

$105

$140

9/30/21

#1658 Using Activated Sludge Process Control Tools

6

WW

Lackawanna

T. Goehring

$105

$140

9/30/21

#722 Financial Management Basics for Small Utilities

6

Both

Clearfield

J. Opferbeck

$130

$175

Search: PaRuralWater to stay up to
date on all classes & events!
Schedule is Subject to Change
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Column | Administration
PNC Takes Comprehensive Approach to Financial Wellness
By PNC Bank
PNC Organizational Financial Wellness offers tailored
solutions designed to help improve employees’ financial
health—and your bottom line.
The impact of employee financial stress is substantial,
costing American businesses $500 billion a year in
productivity alone.1 Additionally, employers that don’t take
an active role in their employees’ financial wellness will
most likely continue to face challenges retaining talent, as
well as the inevitable expenses associated with attrition.
To address these issues, PNC recently launched a new
offering called PNC Organizational Financial Wellness,
which is focused on delivering financial wellness solutions to
both our corporate and consumer clients. PNC collaborates
with the human resources decision-maker or dedicated
benefits manager to design a custom program for each
organization, built with an understanding of employees’
financial wellness needs.
Whether it be budgeting workshops, wealth management,
investment strategies or even student loan relief programs,
consumers are eager for training, tools and resources that
provide basic financial education. Below are three solutions
that tend to make an immediate difference in employees’
financial well-being.
• A strong bank-at-work program: This program
should offer a variety of account options for
employees to choose from, as well as onsite and
virtual financial services. Employers should also
implement workshops and informational events
on direct deposit sign-ups, applying for mortgages,
understanding various credit card programs and
utilizing digital money management tools.

that include surveys, online tools, live and virtual
meetings, webinars and more.
The first step in implementing an effective financial
wellness program is understanding the needs at all levels of
your employee base. PNC’s Financial Wellness Consultants
can help recommend financial wellness solutions based
upon each company’s unique needs and can serve as the
touch point for consumers as they kick off their financial
planning or saving for the future. If you are interested in
learning more, please contact Ginger Bosworth at ginger.
bosworth@pnc.com or visit https://www.pnc.com/en/
corporate-and-institutional/organizational-financialwellness.html. S

This article was prepared for general information purposes
only and is not intended as legal, tax or accounting advice
or as recommendations to engage in any specific transaction,
including with respect to any securities of PNC, and do not
purport to be comprehensive. Any reliance upon any such
information is solely and exclusively at your own risk.
(Endnotes)
1
The Employer's Guide to Financial Wellness - 2019,
Salary Finance

• Healthcare savings resources: Today, more and
more employees are being asked to take greater
responsibility for paying for their healthcare.
Offering them an HSA has become a common
solution, but it’s vital that employees know how
an HSA works, understand the often-overlooked
benefits and know how to use the tools they have
available to them.
• Retirement Plan and Fiduciary Investment Services:
Since most likely every employee has a goal of
financial independence, including the ability to
retire on their own terms. Successful programs
should focus on everything from investment
selection to policy assistance, and offer a dedicated
resource to deliver annual education campaigns
SUMMER 2021
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Creating a Sustainable Business Model
By Chad Heister, CPA
If you have ever taken my financial or utility management
plan you may have heard this already, but we are in the
water and sewer business to make a profit! Unfortunately,
too many systems are not financially viable, because they
only generate enough income to pay for the operational
expenses (and sometimes don’t even do that) and nothing
else. If something major breaks down, there is no capital to
replace it. Yes, we may be a municipality, but we also must
be a sustainable business enterprise.
The first thing that any business must start with is a plan.
A business plan basically asks two questions: Why does this
opportunity exist? And How can we develop it? Well, just
like the children’s book says Everybody Poops! …there’s the
opportunity… how can we exploit it?
A business plan or vision has several elements. It
has a mission, what kind of system do we want to be? It
has planning. This includes management planning,
operating planning and financial planning. Lastly, there is
accountability, how are we doing and what needs to change?
The first step is to create a mission statement. Everyone
should learn and know that mission statement. This needs
to be communicated clearly and frequently throughout the
whole organization. The mission reflects what you want the
system to be. Do you want to provide a quality product
or effluent? Do you want to have highly trained, competent
and passionate people? Do you want to be financially
sustainable? Do you want to keep the lowest rates possible?
Do you want a non-toxic work environment? You might like
all of these; however, the purpose of the mission statement
is focus on what is important to you. Therefore, only try to
pick two to four goals.
A great example of a mission statement is from Altoona
Water Authority:
As stewards of the community’s water system, our mission
is to provide a clean, safe, reliable water supply and to collect
and treat wastewater in a manner that protects public health
and the environment. Our commitment is to ensure a costefficient operation, render the highest standard of customer
service and maintain an active role within the community.1

Board and/or Authority Manager qualified, proactive and
understands how to lead others? Be financial sustainable
and make this mission a reality. Are they diligent and can
persevere when circumstances get difficult?
The operating plan is the day-to-day process of making
this mission a reality. This involves creating procedures,
training employees, preventative maintenance plan, hiring
procedures, accounting procedures, handling customer
complaints, emergency response plans, the daily operation
of the water and wastewater plants and other administrative
duties.
The next plan is the Financial Plan. A great place to
start is creating a yearly cash flow budget. This way you
can match up bills with months where you know the most
money is coming in. This is very handy for systems that
do quarterly billing. The cash flow budget is not only for
ensuring you are liquid enough to get the bills paid, but it is
what enforces your mission. There is a misconception that if
you don’t spend the money, then you are saving the money.
That might work for your personal finances, but not when
you are running a commercial business. The budget is what
dictates what you are going to do that year to ensure you are
maintaining your infrastructure, able to have capital saved
up for upgrades, new equipment or major repairs. Don’t
rely on loans and grants. Water and wastewater systems are
designed to be self-sustaining business enterprises.
Where to begin? There are Business Plan Consultants
out there that can be a great service. They can help with
computer upgrades, billing upgrades, human resources,
financial advice and infrastructure strategies. It won’t be
cheap, but its an investment in your community. You can
seek help through Pennsylvania Rural Water Association
or another one of our Member Associates. The paramount
concern is to maintain the health and safety of your
community and ensure your survivability for many years to
come. S

Chad Heister, CPA
Energy & Sustainability
Circuit Rider
cheister@prwa.com

It’s not too simplistic, shows that they put some thought
into it, but not too wordy that it becomes unrealistic and
ambiguous.
Planning involves putting action to make this happen.
The different plans are all important, but the most important
is the management plan. Arguably, this is even more
important that producing quality water or effluent. Is your
8
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(Endnotes)
1

https://www.altoonawater.com/our-mission-statement
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Legislative Update
Water Insecurity and the De-Regulation of Bottled Water in PA
By Erik Ross
Due to the lead crisis in Flint, Michigan, PFAS
contamination and infrastructure concerns associated
with public water systems, there is a growing concern about
water insecurity and a general distrust in our tap water.
This is a problem for the drinking water industry because
if people do not trust their tap water they may shift to more
expensive and often less healthy options, like bottled water
or sugary drinks.
A recent study: “Examining Recent Trends in the Racial
Disparity Gap in Tap Water Consumption,”1 estimated
that approximately 61.4 million people in the United States
did not drink their tap water as of 2017-2018. This study
was released in preprint format on April 8, 2021, and has
not yet been peer reviewed, but found that this number
has grown sharply in the past several years. According to
the study’s authors, who also penned an op-ed, stated that
“other research has shown that about 2 million Americans
don’t have access to clean water. Taking that into account,
our findings suggest that about 59 million people have
tap water access from either their municipality or private
wells or cisterns, but don’t drink it. While some may have
contaminated water, others may be avoiding water that’s
actually safe.”2
The op-ed also explained, “our new study found that in
2017-2018, the number of Americans who didn’t drink tap
water increased at an alarmingly high rate, particularly for
Black and Hispanic adults and children. Since 2013-2014
– just before the Flint water crisis began – the prevalence of
adults who do not drink their tap water has increased by 40%.
Among children, not consuming tap water has risen by 63%.”3
This op-ed got my attention, as I recently witnessed a
debate in the Pennsylvania House of Representatives where
they passed a two-bill package (House Bill 7544 and House
Bill 7555) by a 120 to 81 vote on each bill that, together,
would exempt bottled water systems from the primary
and secondary Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCL),
treatment techniques and Maximum Residual Disinfectant
Levels (MRDL) required by the Pennsylvania Safe Drinking
Water Act (PA SDWA), and its attendant regulations.
While these bills seek to consolidate regulatory oversight
of bottled water under PA Dept of Agriculture (PDA), they
would do so by exempting systems which provide water for
human consumption from the definition of “public water
system” under the PA SDWA. Food Safety regulations have
gaps that are filled by Safe Drinking Water regulations.
The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP) currently has the statutory authority to
10
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regulate all bottled water facilities; however, there has been
a policy in place since 1984 where the PDA oversees facilities
that bottle water less than a half-gallon in size and DEP
oversees facilities that bottle a half gallon in size or larger.
Much has changed since 1984 including consumption
habits where bottled water is now probably the highest
volume mass-market drink in the U.S. Over 90 percent of
consumers choose bottled water for its perceived safety and
many utilize it as a replacement for their drinking water
supply. Moreover, parents often make baby formula with
bottled water because it is marketed as safe and pure.
Therefore, bottled water should be held to the higher
standards established by the PA SDWA, which is more stringent
than federal regulations and more protective of public health.
Water for human consumption in Pennsylvania should
be regulated under the same standards and not bifurcated
between state agencies or defined differently simply to avoid
DEP regulation. Whether in a bottle or from the tap, drinking
water does not have preservatives or acids like a beverage;
therefore, all water is subject to bacterial growth if not properly
monitored, sampled, and treated. It is not enough to simply

Legislative Update
have DEP regulate the water sources for bottled water. The
permitting process also includes many other things, not the
least being an approved treatment process.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) had
sent a letter saying that this legislation could jeopardize PA’s
Safe Drinking Water program, which would result in the
loss of $24 million in federal funds, but it seemed to have
no effect. Even our legislators who favored regulatory relief
for the bottled water industry openly expressed distrust for
the DEP and paid no regard to the requirements of the PA
SDWA or the drinking water industry itself. How could
this have happened?
According to the study’s authors and their op-ed, “news
reports – particularly high-visibility events like advisories
to boil water – lead people to distrust their tap water even
after the problem is fixed. For example, a 2019 study showed
that water quality violations across the U.S. between 2006
and 2015 led to increases in bottled water purchases in
affected counties as a way to avoid tap water, and purchase
rates remained elevated after the violation.”6 Could this
distrust for tap water be what is occurring in Pennsylvania
with the passage of these bottled water bills?
The PA SDWA is more stringent than the federal law
and the drinking water industry is one of the most heavily
regulated industries in the Commonwealth. While lead
services lines have proven to be a tricky problem to deal with,
the Pennsylvania General Assembly passed Act 120 of 2018
to address the replacement of lead service lines (LSL) and
damaged wastewater service laterals (DWSL). Moreover, the
USEPA recently developed a revised Lead and Copper Rule
which the states will soon begin the implementation process.

(Endnotes)
1
“Examining Recent Trends in the Racial Disparity Gap
in Tap Water Consumption,” MedRxiv, April 08, 2021 https://
www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.04.06.21255016v1
2
Nearly 60M Americans don’t drink their tap water,
research suggests. Here’s why that’s a public health problem
| Opinion, Pennsylvania Capital-Star https://www.penncapital-star.com/commentary/nearly-60-million-americans-dontdrink-their-tap-water-research-suggests-heres-why-thats-apublic-health-problem-opinion/
3

IBID

4
House Bill 754 (Day-R) https://www.legis.state.pa.us/
cfdocs/billinfo/billinfo.cfm?syear=2021&sind=0&body=H&type=B&BN=0754
5
House Bill 755 (Day-R) https://www.legis.state.pa.us/
cfdocs/billinfo/billinfo.cfm?syear=2021&sind=0&body=H&type=B&BN=0755
6
Nearly 60M Americans don’t drink their tap water,
research suggests. Here’s why that’s a public health problem
| Opinion, Pennsylvania Capital-Star https://www.penncapital-star.com/commentary/nearly-60-million-americans-dontdrink-their-tap-water-research-suggests-heres-why-thats-apublic-health-problem-opinion/

So how do we rebuild confidence in tap water?
Investment in infrastructure replacement is always a
best practice to reduce service disruptions and exceeding
regulatory requirements to be above standards, like the
Partnership for Safe Drinking Water Program promotes,
has always been a hallmark of the drinking water industry
in Pennsylvania. While the service you provide is often
called the silent service, it is time for public water systems
to educate their customers about the benefits of tap water,
which will help rebuild their confidence. For ideas, take
a few minutes to view this video https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=vcCXCPD4lYY from the South Coast Water
District in southern California which urges customers to
choose tap water over bottled water.
The drinking water industry has always provided high
quality service to its customers and your excellence and
sacrifice should not go unnoticed this year. Please take the
time to plan some events in your community to highlight
your employees and the work you do, particularly the
sacrifices made during the COVID-19 pandemic. S
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Lead & Copper Rule Certification Check
By Wendy Malehorn
Water systems: check your knowledge of the current Lead
and Copper Rule. And prepare for the revisions! S
1. Action level exceedance occurs when the
concentration of a contaminant in more than 10% of
tap water samples is greater than the action level of
__________ for lead or _________ for copper.
a. 0.015 mg/L, 1.3 mg/L
b. 0.15 mg/L, 0.13 mg/L
c. 0.051 mg/L, 3.1 mg/L
d. 1.5 mg/L, 1.3 mg/L
2. If the 90th percentile results exceed the action levels
for lead or copper:
a. The system must monitor the lead and copper
levels in 10 months

d. All of the above
6. When a phosphate inhibitor is used for corrosion
control:
a. A protective coating is formed from the pipe
metal combined with the phosphate.
b. Phosphate inhibitors should not be used in
water treatment
c. The phosphate reacts with the pipe metal to
eliminate corrosion tendencies in the water
d. The system is trying to decrease corrosion
control costs
7. Common
include:

pH/Alkalinity

b. The system must take action because it exceeded
the action level

a. Sodium Hydroxide

c. The system is in compliance

c. Sodium Carbonate

d. The system must redirect compliance to the
households
3. Lead and copper samples are collected at cold water
kitchen and bathroom taps or an interior tap used for
consumption. The sample must be:

adjustment

d. All of the above
8. Which chemical is used to raise pH and increase
alkalinity?
a. Zinc Orthophosphate
b. Potassium Permanganate

b. The first‐draw after six hours of standing time

d. Sodium Bicarbonate

d. Collected after the system has been completely
flushed for 10 hours
4. __________________ refers to corrosion that is
caused by two different metals or alloys coming in
contact with each other.
a. External corrosion
b. Electrolysis
c. Galvanic corrosion
d. Internal corrosion
5. Lead and Copper Rule Corrosion Control Alternatives
include:
a. pH/alkalinity adjustment
b. Calcium hardness adjustment
KEYSTONE TAP
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chemicals

b. Calcium Hydroxide

a. Collected after the system has been completely
flushed for 6 hours
c. The first-draw after 10 hours of standing time

12

c. Corrosion inhibitors

c. Lime
9. Which pH/Alkalinity adjustment chemical is the
most hazardous?
a. Lime
b. Sodium Bicarbonate
c. Soda Ash
d. Caustic Soda
10. Uses of polyphosphates include:
a. Control scale
b. Sequester iron, manganese and calcium
c. Neither a or b
d. Both a and b

Feature | Certification Exam Study
11. Ortho/Poly blends are made to:

14. The sample size needed for a lead and copper sample:

a. Sequester iron and manganese

a. 1 liter

b. Form film to reduce lead levels

b. 500 mL

c. Form film to reduce copper levels

c. 250 mL

d. All of the above

d. 2 liters

12. As pH increases, corrosion____________.
a. Increase
b. Decreases
c. pH has nothing to do with corrosion
d. Does nothing
13. When a small or medium system exceeds a lead
or copper action level, what is the first step in the
corrosion control treatment activity milestone:

15. What objectives can be met with corrosion control
treatment?
a. Minimize amount of lead and/or copper
dissolving into tap water.
b. Maximize the service life of plumbing materials.
c. Improve the hydraulic characteristics of water
distribution systems.
d. All of the above.

a. Complete a feasibility study within 24 months
b. Complete a feasibility study within 18 months
c. Complete a feasibility study within 12 months
d. Contact the PA DEP to complete a treatment
permit

Wendy Malehorn
Training & Education
Development
wmalehorn@prwa.com

ANSWERS TO THESE QUESTIONS CAN BE
FOUND ON PAGE 31.
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Training | Column
Plumbum
By Wendy Malehorn
Why is the symbol for lead Pb? It is the abbreviation for
the Latin word for lead - plumbum. So close to the word
plumbing and so important for plumbing. Lead has been
a part of society for thousands of years and is an incredibly
useful metal due to it is malleability and corrosion resistance.
Romans used lead in a variety of products including
cosmetics, paint, solder and pipes. In the American
Colonies, lead was first used in the manufacture of arms and
ammunition. Like Rome, drinking water was transported
through lead pipes and it is reported that by 1900, more than
70 percent of American cities with 30,000 or more residents
were using lead-based products for conveying water.
As amazing of a plumbing material that lead may have been,
it was well documented that lead caused multiple ailments
and deaths including saturnine gout, sterility, infertility,
and still births. By the late 1800s, the consequences of lead
exposure were well known and documented. Yet, despite
mounting scientific evidence and conclusive research,
lead-based plumbing and products were still developed
and used. This was most likely due to The Lead Industries
Association, formed in 1928, which monitored changes to
building codes. The group continued lobbying and stayed
active through the 1970’s and published education materials
to support the continued use of lead pipes.
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Yet, the health effects of lead poisoning were too serious
and could not be ignored. Regulations were needed to
protect public health and stop the use of lead. Lead poisoning
can cause brain and kidney damage. Additionally, lead
poisoning can cause anemia due to decreased production
of hemoglobin, as well as hemolysis. Signs of hemolysis
may include jaundice. Young children are particularly
vulnerable since lead poisoning affects the development
of the central nervous system. Specifically, lead poisoning
causes an irreversible reduction in neurocognitive potential,
decreased attention span, and increased aggressiveness.
In 1970, as a result of heightened public concerns about
air quality, waste management, and contaminated water
supplies, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was
formed.
The Safe Drinking Water Act was passed by Congress in
1974 to protect public health by regulating the nation’s public
drinking water supply. Since that time, concerns about lead
in our water supplies has prompted multiple changes to the
Safe Drinking Water Act. Most notably, in 1991, the EPA
published the Lead and Copper Rule. The purpose of the
regulation was to protect public health by minimizing lead
and copper levels in drinking water. The rule replaced the
previous standard of 50 ppb, measured at the entry point

to the distribution system. Additionally, at the time, most
drinking water regulations required sampling at entry
points to the distribution system. However, because the
source of lead and copper is generally the customer-owned
piping rather than any part of the water supplier’s plumbing,
equipment or even the source, the Lead and Copper Rule
required specific tap water samples.
Collecting lead and copper samples significantly
complicates sample collection and makes water suppliers
responsible for the quality of water sampled at pipes and
locations completely out of the supplier’s control. Samples
are collected from kitchen or bathroom taps of residences
or other buildings. However, this is necessary because
lead and copper in drinking water is primarily due to
the corrosion of distribution and household plumbing
materials. In addition to sample collection, the 1991 rule
required public water systems serving more than 50,000
people to survey their corrosion control systems and to
replace their pipelines with state-approved corrosion
control by January 1, 1997. Suppliers who served a smaller
number of people only had to replace their pipelines if lead
and copper levels were exceeded at the tap.
Long before the events leading up to lead-laced water
poisoning thousands of residents in Flint, Michigan, EPA
was trying to strengthen the Lead and Copper Rule. And,
finally, on December 22, 2020 the revisions to the Lead and
Copper Rule were announced. The final revisions include:
• Using science-based testing protocols to find more
sources of lead in drinking water.
• Establishing a trigger level to jumpstart mitigation
earlier and in more communities.
• Drive more LSL replacements.
• Required testing in schools and childcare facilities.
• Requiring water systems to identify and make
public the locations of lead service lines.
EPA Administrator Andrew Wheeler stated that the hope
is “This new Lead and Copper Rule will protect children
and families from exposure to lead in drinking water,”
and “For the first time in nearly thirty years, this action
incorporates best practices and strengthens every aspect of
the rule, including closing loopholes, accelerating the realworld pace of lead service line replacement, and ensuring
that lead pipes will be replaced in their entirety.”
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should ensure that drinking water systems and primacy
states have three full years to take the actions needed to
assure regulatory compliance. However, to help systems
prepare, EPA has produced the following document on
the Lead and Copper Rule Comparison guide highlighting
the existing Lead and Copper Rule and the final Lead and
Copper Rule revisions. However, system personnel should
attend any training sessions offered on the Lead and Copper
Rule revisions. The five bullets listed and/or the guide does
not adequately explain how systems will comply with this
updated regulation. When training is offered, sign up and
prepare for what appears to be some big changes for system
staff. S

Wendy Malehorn
Training & Education
Development
wmalehorn@prwa.com
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https://ehsdailyadvisor.blr.com/2021/01/epa-update-of-leadand-copper-rule-is-first-revision-in-30-years/
Lead poisoning. (n.d.). Retrieved April 06, 2021, from https://
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Water treatment system staff and owners have been
offered webinars which introduce the changes to the
revised Lead and Copper Rule which were to take effect in
2021. The effective date has been extended due to President
Biden’s Executive Order on Protecting Public Health and
the Environment. The extended compliance deadline
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Water | Technical
Build Flood Resilience
By Gabrielle Minton, US Environmental Protection Agency
Introduction
The services provided by drinking water and wastewater
utilities are vital to the health and resilience of a community.
However, extreme summer weather, such as heavy seasonal
rainfall can trigger flooding that can disrupt drinking water
and wastewater services, underscoring the need for longterm resilience solutions in the water sector.
Any drinking water or wastewater utility, large or small,
can be at risk of sustaining significant and costly flooding
damages. To better prepare for the upcoming summer
season, your utility can take steps before, during and
after weather emergencies using the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency’s (EPA) suite of easy-to-use tools and
resources.
Identify Response Actions and Critical Customers
Floods are one of the most common and widespread
weather-related natural disasters. They can be caused by a
variety of weather events, including heavy summer rains. The
EPA has developed the Flooding Incident Action Checklist
(IAC) that lists activities utilities can conduct to prepare for,
respond to and recover from flooding emergencies.

The planning measures outlined in the Flooding IAC
encourage utilities and community partners to work
together before potential incidents to identify priority water
customers, obtain their contact information and develop a
plan to restore those customers first, in case of prolonged
water service disruptions. Further, confirming with local
law enforcement before an incident that your water utility
response access credentials are valid can make all the
difference when staff are urgently needed to restore floodravaged facilities.
Prepare for Cascading Impacts: Power Outages
The summer season can bring heavy seasonal rains and
flash floods. These conditions can overwhelm existing
infrastructure and lead to pipe breaks, flooded facilities and
widespread power outages. Power loss can have devastating
impacts on drinking water and wastewater utilities and the
communities they serve. Inoperable pumps at drinking
water utility infrastructures can compromise firefighting
operations and cause local health care facilities and
restaurants to close. EPA developed the Power Resilience
Guide for Water and Wastewater Utilities to provide
information and strategies for strengthening relationships
with electric providers and increasing water sector resilience
to power outages from floods, as well as from other weather
emergencies.

The Power Resilience Guide identifies steps your utility
can take to establish emergency communication protocols,
determine your utility’s power prioritization status, and
maintain onsite fuel storage, among other recommended
actions. The Guide also highlights case studies from water
utilities that have successfully implemented power resilience
measures.
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Transform Preparedness into Mitigation
While preparedness measures can strengthen your utility’s
resilience to flood-related impacts, putting long-term
mitigation planning for flooding incidents into practice is
the most effective way to ensure your utility and community
can better withstand and recover from disasters. To assist
planning for long-term mitigation projects, EPA’s Hazard
Mitigation Guide for Natural Disasters provides examples
of mitigation projects for disaster scenarios that drinking
water and wastewater utilities may encounter during a
flood, such as purchasing or renting a generator to prepare
for power outages and elevating wellheads to mitigate the
impacts of flooding from summer rains or water runoff.
The Guide encourages drinking water and wastewater
utilities to work with their local mitigation planners to
execute priority projects that are consistent with the overall
community strategy.

Consolidate Information in an Emergency Response Plan
Another key aspect in planning for and responding to
flood-related incidents is developing a robust Emergency
Response Plan (ERP). An ERP describes strategies, resources,
plans, and procedures to prepare for and respond to an
incident, natural or man-made, that threatens life, property,
or the environment. Under America’s Water Infrastructure
of 2018 (AWIA) Section 2013, community water systems
serving over 3,300 people are required to develop or update
an ERP. The information, plans and procedures developed
when utilizing the Flooding IAC, Power Resilience Guide
for Water and Wastewater Utilities and Hazard Mitigation
Guide for Natural Disasters contribute to the foundation of
your ERP. Compiling this information provides a clear and
concise process for unexpected emergencies and fosters a
culture of preparedness at your utility.
Interested in Learning More?
To learn more, visit www.epa.gov/waterresilience or join
the What’s Going On newsletter email list by contacting
WSD-outreach@epa.gov. With the help of EPA’s free water
resilience resources, you can help ensure that your utility
continues to provide safe and reliable services to your
customers during emergencies. S
Contact information:
Gabrielle Minton
Minton.Gabrielle@epa.gov

The Hazard Mitigation for Natural Disasters Guide also
includes information on eligibility for funding, such as
federal grants or loans, to support mitigation work. This
includes the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s
(FEMA) Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP) which
can be used by communities to implement hazard mitigation
projects following a Presidential Disaster Declaration.
Identify Federal Funding Opportunities for Mitigation
There are several federal programs, including HMGP to
help utilities understand and obtain federal disaster and
mitigation funding. EPA developed the Federal Funding for
Water and Wastewater Utilities in National Disasters (Fed
FUNDS) tool so that utilities can quickly screen funding
programs from U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Small
Business Association, FEMA and EPA to identify those that
are applicable to your utility. It also provides examples of
successful utility applications and tips for funding.
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Tools for AWIA Compliance
By Charlene Kormondy, US Environmental Protection Agency
Water utilities today face unprecedented threats to the
security and resilience of their systems. In Pennsylvania,
drinking water utilities may be susceptible to a wide array of
extreme weather events, such as floods, droughts, and winter
storms that can damage treatment and distribution systems,
disrupt power supplies, and potentially contaminate source
waters. When disasters do occur, rural water systems serve
as a critical lifeline for water systems, public health and the
community at large. While responding to natural disasters
can be challenging, you can take steps now to prepare your
utility and community for future incidents.
America’s Water Infrastructure Act – Section 2013
One of the first steps to prepare for disasters is to
conduct a detailed assessment of your risks. The America’s
Water Infrastructure Act (AWIA) Section 2013 requires
Community (drinking) Water Systems (CWSs) serving
more than 3,300 people to develop or update a Risk and
Resilience Assessment (RRA) and Emergency Response
Plan (ERP). The law outlines what components must be
included in the RRAs and ERPs and establishes deadlines
by which water systems must send a certification of
completion to the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
The certification deadlines are based on system population
size reflected in the Safe Drinking Water Information
System as of October 23, 2018, the date when the AWIA was
enacted. Compliance deadlines depend on the system size:
System Size

Risk and Resilience Emergency Response
Assessment
Plan

If serving over
100,000 people

March 31, 2020

September 30, 2020

If serving 50,000 to
99,999 people

December 31, 2020

June 30, 2021

If serving 3,301 to
49,999 people

June 30, 2021

December 30, 2021

Within six months of certifying completion of the RRA,
water systems must also certify completion of the ERP. The
AWIA requires systems to consider factors such as monitoring
practices, financial systems, chemical storage, and operations
and maintenance in their RRAs. For the ERP, the AWIA requires
utilities to include items such as strategies and resources to
improve resilience and procedures to lessen the impact of
malevolent acts or natural hazards. See the following webpage
for more information and details about the AWIA - https://
www.epa.gov/waterresilience/americas-water-infrastructureact-risk-assessments-and-emergency-response-plans
24
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AWIA Compliance Resources
If CWSs need help meeting these requirements, EPA has
several tools available to help systems develop their RRAs
and ERPs. EPA does not require water systems to use these
or any designated standards, methods or tools to conduct
the RRAs or to prepare the ERPs. Rather, these tools are
provided as optional support during the process:
• Baseline Information on Malevolent Acts for
Community Water Systems: The information in
this document can help systems identify and assess
the likelihood of malevolent acts occurring at their
water system as part of their RRA.
• Vulnerability Self-Assessment Tool (VSAT 2.0):
VSAT 2.0 is a user-friendly tool that can help
drinking water utilities of all sizes conduct an RRA.
• Small System Risk and Resilience Assessment
Checklist: This guidance is intended for small CWSs
serving greater than 3,300 but less than 50,000
people to comply with the AWIA requirements for
RRAs.
• Emergency Response Plan Guidance: This template
and instructions will assist water utilities with
developing or updating an ERP in accordance with
the AWIA.
• How to Certify Your Risk and Resilience Assessment
or Emergency Response Plan: This webpage

explains the three options available to CWSs for
submitting certification statements and includes a
training video on the electronic certification option.
Other Resources
After completing an RRA and ERP, utilities can further
explore how to lower risks and increase resiliency using EPA
tools and resources. The Flood Resilience Guide provides
practical solutions to help drinking water utilities respond
to and recover from floods. The guide presents real-world
examples of flood scenarios that Pennsylvania water utilities
might face and includes information on staffing, emergency
response plans, funding, water supply and demand
management, communications, and partnerships.
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The Water Utility Response On-The-Go (Response OTG)
Application is an interactive tool allowing real time access to
response resources to track severe weather, contact response
partners, identify key response actions, and document
damages.
Learn more about these and
many other water utility resilience
resources at: https://www.epa.
gov/waterutilityresponse.
EPA provides regular updates
on water security and resilience
resources. To learn more, visit
www.epa.gov/waterresilience
or join the What’s Going On
newsletter email list by contacting
WSD-outreach@epa.gov.
Use
these free water resilience
resources as you continue
working toward providing safe
and reliable services to customers
during emergencies. S
Contact information:
Charlene Kormondy
Kormondy.charlene@epa.gov
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Bellwood Borough
Authority
After 25 years in the public water and wastewater business
you have an appreciation for up-to-date maps. The Bellwood
Borough Authority had maps for designs of new water
mains, books that had shut-off valve locations that had not
been updated in many years, but no whole system maps.
There were no plans from the original water system that
started in 1893 due them being destroyed in a fire, which
left many mysteries to uncover. Every time a water main
would need shut down, we would have to look through
multiple maps and books, plus rely on memory. And trust
me, nobody remembers the same thing after many years.
In 2017 the Bellwood Borough Authority contracted
with Pennsylvania Rural Water Association to GIS map the
Authority’s water and wastewater system. Mike Emery from
PRWA and I walked our entire system that has roughly
1400 water customers and 700 sewer customers and covers
approximately 2.4 square miles. The GIS map was a huge
improvement and gave us the ability to look at maps on all
types of devices at any time.
When it came time to update our GIS mapping, while
Mike and I discussed the changes needed, I said to him that
it would be nice if there was a way to update our own maps as
we find things and while its fresh in our minds. He said, “it
is funny you would say that”. He told me that Pennsylvania
Rural Water Association is partnering with Diamond Maps,
a cloud-based GIS mapping system. He said there was a free
trial that was available and that you can upload existing GIS
mapping to the program.
That evening I signed up for the free trial and uploaded
all the GIS files we were currently using and watched the
online video training provided on the Diamond Maps
website. I had the software up and running in no time. I
have never had training of any kind on mapping and
very limited computer training, but with the online video
training supplied by Diamond Mapping, I was able to make
changes to our map very quickly.
After reviewing our original GIS file more thoroughly
I had found errors that I had missed during the proofreading phase, but I was able to correct them myself easily.
One of the nice features of Diamond Maps is the ability
to add layers. With the layer function I was able to add
different layers showing information you would not find
on GIS mapping. Adding a layer showing where leaks have
26
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been on the system, with the ability to add notes with what
kind of leak, and pictures of the repairs showing OD of pipe,
type of material of the main or service and has allowed the
Authority to maintain the information forever.

After working on the mapping software for a few weeks
I felt that presenting the program to the Authority for
purchase was the next step, because the software was so easy
to use and priced reasonably. During the presentation I was
able to show the many layers that I had added, and the Board
was amazed by the versatility of the program. Another layer
that I added, and the Authority has found to be helpful,
a layer for future project ideas. By creating that layer, the
Authority has been able to discuss with our engineering
firm what we are looking to do in the future. The engineer
can then advise us on where grant money may be available
to complete those projects. Following that presentation, the
Authority approved the purchase of Diamond Map with a
unanimous vote. The Authority also approved an Arrow
100 submeter GPS receiver to work with our tablets, so now
we can do our own mapping with reasonable accuracy.
This summer while completing a project of installing
new water mains, we were able to map as we completed the
project. We added fields to the layers and uploaded pictures
of everything we installed. Now in 20 years someone will be
able to go back and see what is underground.
Diamond Mapping can be used for maintenance
information also, such as fire hydrants. There are fields for
GPM and PSI which will hold historic information. We
have also added to the history any time a hydrant is used
for a fire. All the information is available just by selecting

Continued on Page 28

Mapping
Solutions
Whether you're looking for a custom map of your assets or an easy database
system, PRWA is your solution!
Diamond Maps is a cloud-based GIS designed for sewer and water
systems to help them keep track of their infrastructure.
Those starting from scratch love how easy it is to plot valve
locations and draw pipes on the rich Google imagery backdrop.
Existing GIS users move their data to Diamond Maps because they
love how their team can all manage pictures and notes. Users can
edit the map from any phone, tablet or PC.
Best of all it costs just $20/month*!

*$20/month for one user. Unlimited users are determined by each municipality.

On The Go!
o Access your map anywhere with
an internet connection.
o Runs in your browser on any
phone, tablet or computer.
o Nothing to install or back up.
o New data entered by any one
person is instantly available to all
users in your account.

Work Orders
o Work orders allow municipalities to organize and maintain repairs, routine
tasks and special projects.
o A history is maintained for the ability to export a spreadsheet of all past
and current work orders. Orders can be set to reoccurring so they can be
completed each day, week, month, or year.
o Employees can receive and complete work orders on mobile phones or
tablets.
o Work orders allow you to assign each task to a specific employee.

Whether you’re looking for a custom map of your assets or an easy
database system, PRWA is your solution!
800-653-7792 | F: 814-353-9341
138 West Bishop Street, Bellefonte PA 16823
WWW.PRWA.COM
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that hydrant on the map. We have created other many fields
on our layers for things such as main size, mains that have
been replaced, main material, and mains we want to replace
in the future. Every time you add a feature or make changes,
it is uploaded to Diamond Maps and everybody can see the
changes right away. There is no need to go back to the office
and upload the data. I have updated the maps and fields
using a tablet and stylus, although sometimes I find it easier
to draw mains on my computer after we’ve taking points.

Continued on from Page 26

So far, the Authority is very happy with what Diamond
Maps has to offer. We have found new ways to use it program
all the time. We have even put pictures of meter calibrations
in with the meter pits so that information is always there,
and we know right were to find it.

The best part about Diamond Maps is that it is easy, no
training required just watch some videos and you are on
your way. S

Photo Above: Picture attached to point with descriptive markings
added through Diamond Maps.

PRWA would like to thank Bellwood Borough for writing
this article on our Diamond Maps program.

Diamond Maps also allows you to convert layers, so once
you have replaced a main it can be changed to an abandoned
water main. You can customize the maps many ways by
using different colors, symbols, and shapes to signify
anything your system may have that is unique. You also can
turn items on and off whenever you need.
Another feature of Diamond Maps is that you can share
maps with others. You can share a small area or a whole
map which make this function very nice for PA One Call.
Other tools that Diamond Maps include are measuring tool,
latitude & longitude, and elevations as well as find addresses.
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Solutions for Utilities
Whether it’s a water main break, power outage, gas leak, or any other critical event, utility companies must get
the word out to affected customers quickly. SwiftReach makes it easy to create and send messages to a defined
population with unmatched speed and reliability via voice, text, email and social media. SwiftReach is now
part of Rave Mobile Safety.
Multiple Communication Methods

From one intuitive interface, users can create and send
alerts via voice, text, email, social media and RSS.

Two-way Messaging

Collect and organize alert responses in reports for easy
analysis and action.

GIS Mapping

Geo-target alerts to specific locations by drawing a polygon
or using a radius around an address.

Inbound Hotlines

Easily share important information with customers and
reduce inbound call congestion.

World Class Customer Support

SwiftReach provides every client with
24/7/365 customer support, including
remote screen sharing via ‘Live Help’,
and a dedicated account manager to
ensure every client’s success.

Rock Solid Network

With geo-redundant data centers to
ensure performance and availability,
SwiftReach’s network is designed
exclusively for delivering critical alerts
with unmatched speed and reliability.

Packed Full of Features

With every SwiftReach account,
features like IPAWS, Geo-Targeted
Alerts, Automated Weather Alerts, and
Conference Calling are all included with
unlimited usage at no additional charge.

CONTACT US:
(800) 794-3891
info@swiftreach.com
www.swiftreach.com

14 Industrial Ave, Suite 3
Mahwah, NJ 07430
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Never Stop Learning
By Chris Williams
Hello everyone, my name is Chris Williams. I am
the newest member of the Pennsylvania Rural Water
Association team and I am here to help you in any way I
can. I have 16 years of wastewater treatment experience
and began my career working for a .509 MGD plant in
Western PA. where I became a certified operator. During
my time at this facility, I was able to obtain a state laboratory
accreditation by writing and implementing O&M, SOP, and
laboratory procedures manuals. I then became a laboratory
technician for a much larger 3.75 MGD wastewater plant
nearby. I spent almost 10 years learning all aspects of
the treatment process, laboratory procedures, and DEP
reporting. I was then offered a chief wastewater operator/
back up water plant operator position for a small system
which I took full advantage of in order to learn more on the
water side. That is when I was introduced to Pennsylvania
Rural Water Association, while attending the 12-week
water operator certification training. While talking with
several of their employees, I was highly impressed with
their extensive knowledge and helpful attitudes. I thought,
“What a great place to work that would be.” Sometime later,

I was told about an opening in their team and promptly
sent in my resume. This position is allowing me to teach,
help others, and gives me the chance to learn more from
others that know a lot more than I do. It also gives me the
opportunity to use the Keystone Tap to share some of my
experiences with you that I hope will assist you to operate
and troubleshoot your system in the future. Here is an
example of laboratory troubleshooting I performed in the
past, that may help you in the future.
I was working with a system that had fecal coliform results
that were very high and the effluent cBOD numbers were off
the charts high. For ten months the test numbers had been
climbing and surpassing the permit limits. The chlorine
residuals were high enough to kill the coliform at the
collection site, so it seemed that the problem must lie in the
lab or how the samples were being collected. The Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP’s) were being followed exactly,
spray the collection jug with antimicrobial spray, rinse three
times with distilled water, grab the sample, pour it into the
sample container. In order to the check this procedure,
the collection jug was removed and a sample was collected
directly in the lab sample bottle. The sample results came
back the next day with a zero-coliform number. On the next
regular sample day, one sample was collected the normal way
with the sample jug, and another sample was again collected
directly into the lab bottle. The sample grabbed directly into
the bottle again had a zero-coliform count while the sample
from the jug had a high number.
Identifying the source of the high cBOD numbers was
a bit more challenging. The next time the test was run, a
distilled water blank was added. The following week when
the sample came out of the incubator, instead of an expected
oxygen depletion of zero, the distilled water blank had a
depletion of 1.82 mg/L (indicating that the distilled water
was contaminated) along with high effluent depletion. On
the next testing day, bottled distilled water from the local
grocery store was used for BOD samples. The following
week when the samples were removed from the incubator
all of the tests passed with great numbers.
Now that it was known that the distilled water was the
problem, the entire distillation system was disassembled for
cleaning. A grayish colored slime was found throughout the
entire system and a sample of the slime was collected and sent
to an outside lab for analysis. The system was cleaned with
an acid wash, rinsed with the bottled water, reassembled,
and another set of blanks was run to ensure the problem was
eliminated. While waiting the five days for the test results,
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the lab called and informed the system that the slime was
made up of fluoride. The local water system was contacted
and it was discovered that the date when they started adding
fluoride was just before the high cBOD numbers started at
the wastewater plant. Calls were placed to other wastewater
plants in the area and they too were experiencing the same
problems with the fluoride slime. When the new blanks were
tested after the incubation period, there was no depletion and
the problem was corrected. When DEP was notified that the
issue had been corrected and informed of what the cause was,
all fines and violations were dropped.
The conclusion of this story is simple, never stop learning
new ways to fix problems, and never be afraid to ask others
for help. With coliform testing, making sure everything is
as clean as possible is a big help. No dust, dirt, finger prints
on the rim or inside of the cap of the sample bottle. When
you grab your sample make sure you don’t touch the bottom
or sides of the sampling location. If you have ultra violet
disinfection, be sure to grab your sample right after your
UV bank of lights, that way it’s not getting contaminated
by algae or any other debris in the water. Be sure the
sample grab container is as clean as possible, use acid wash,
autoclave, or antimicrobial spay to ensure this and when
possible always collect the sample directly into the sterile
bottle supplied by the lab. Most of all, if you do get a high

number don’t be afraid to run the test over just to see if it
was a cross contamination issue or if some piece of your
system is actually failing. I hope this little story helps you all
in some way. S

Chris Williams
Wastewater Technician
cwilliams@prwa.com

Answers to Certification Study Feature “Lead &
Copper Rule Certification Check” on Pages 12-13.
1. a

9. d

2. b

10. d

3. b

11. d

4. c

12. b

5. d

13. b

6. a

14. a

7. a

15. d

8. c
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THANKS TO ALL OUR
CONFERENCE SPONSORS!
®
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The largest conference in the
state for water & wastewater
operators!

Annual
Conference
Penn Stater Hotel & Conference Center
State College, PA

August 24-26, 2021
Over 70 classes to choose from
Earn up to 18 contact hours
Over 127 exhibitors
WWW.PRWA.COM/CONFERENCE
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MONDAY, AUGUST 23

Opening Reception
6:00 PM - 8:00 PM

Join us for an evening of refreshments and a light dinner!

Sponsored by Nittany Engineering

TUESDAY, AUGUST 24

Certified Training Classes

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Earn up to 6 Contact Hours, with lunch between sessions!

Exhibit Hall Grand Opening
5:00 PM - 6:30 PM

Come visit with all the exhibitors that have come to talk to you before heading over to
Champs!

Meet & Greet at Champ’s

6:30 PM - 10:00 PM

We start off the conference with great food, company, and entertainment at one of State
College’s finest establishments! We offer transportation as well to and from Champ’s from all
sponsored hotels (see page 32).

Sponsored by Gwin, Dobson & Foreman

ALL MEALS & EVENTS ARE INCLUDED WITH THAT DAYS
SUMMER 2021
REGISTRATION

Certified Training Classes

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Earn up to 6 Contact Hours, with lunch between sessions!

Exhibit Hall Extravaganza
5:00 PM - 8:00 PM

Come eat a delicious meal and visit with over 127
exhibitors. And don’t miss the chance to win a
Dream Disney Vacation!

Event & Trip sponsored by Exeter Supply
Trip also sponsored by Star Pipe

Turkey Calling Contest

7:30 PM

Bring your calls and compete with some of the best turkey callers around!

Sponsored by Sensus & LB Water

Bingo!
8:30 PM

Come try your luck at Bingo, Rural Water Style! Gift Card prizes will be given out to the
lucky winners!

Sponsored by National Water Specialties

Cornhole Tournament

8:30 PM

Come test your skills at this tailgate favorite while
listening to live music by Biscuit Jam.

Sponsored by A&H Equipment

LOOK FOR TRAINING CLASS SCHEDULE
IN JUNE!
SUMMER
2021
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Pennsylvania Rural Water Association

With a chance to win a Dream Disney
Vacation Give-Away

2021Annual Conference

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 25
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THURSDAY, AUGUST 26
Certified Training Classes

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Earn up to 6 Contact Hours, with lunch
between sessions!

Exhibit Hall Finale
11:30 AM - 1:30 PM

Stop by the Exhibit Hall to visit with the vendors
one last time. Don't miss your chance to win some
great prizes at the Exhibitor Booths!

Closing Celebration / Ice Cream Social

KEYSTONE TAP

5:00 PM - 6:00 PM

To wrap up the conference join us for a bite to eat
and an ice cream social. It will be a great time to
wind down and enjoy some camaraderie before
hitting the road!

Sponsored by Core & Main

FRIDAY, MARCH 27

Operator Certification Exam
8:00 AM - 11:30 AM
*Must be Pre-Registered

WWW.PRWA.COM/CONFERENCE

Call (800) 653-7792 with questions!
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Kline's Island Wastewater
Treatment Plant
The Kline’s Island Wastewater Treatment plant
(KIWWTP), located in the City of Allentown (COA), is
operated by Lehigh County Authority (LCA) under a fiftyyear lease agreement implemented in the fall of 2013. The
plant is permitted to treat 40 million gallons per day and has
been in operation since 1929.

system, effluent pumping system, sludge pumping, sludge
thickening, anaerobic digestion, sludge dewatering, and
odor control facilities.

About LCA
LCA was created in 1966 by the County of Lehigh under
the Pennsylvania Municipality Authorities Act (Act) and is
governed by a nine-member Board of Directors, appointed
by the Lehigh County Executive and approved by the County
Commissioners. LCA employs 162 professional and technical
employees whose expertise range from water and wastewater
treatment plant operations, laboratory and regulatory
compliance, finance and accounting, customer service
and billing, legal, administration, engineering, equipment
operation, safety and emergency response, and much more.
The LCA Western Lehigh Interceptor system provides
wastewater transportation service for 7 municipalities
to KIWWTP. The treatment plant serves a total of 15
municipalities, with wastewater moving through approximately
950 miles of collector and interceptor sewer systems.
LCA provides direct wastewater service to approximately
35,000 residential and commercial properties in the
City of Allentown, and small portions of Upper Milford,
Weisenberg, North Whitehall, Washington, Lynn and
Heidelberg townships. LCA operates small wastewater
treatment plants in Heidelberg, Weisenberg, Lynn and
North Whitehall townships, where collection systems are
too distant from the Western Lehigh Interceptor system to
be interconnected.
Most of the system is gravity fed, relying on elevation
to carry waste downhill. In some areas, where the route
requires sewer lines to be laid at an insufficient slope or
impractical depth, pump stations are utilized to maintain
the flow within the collection system.
The KIWWTP is comprised of the following major
components: influent screens, main and auxiliary
influent pumps, aerated grit chambers, primary clarifiers,
intermediate pump station, plastic media trickling filters,
intermediate clarifiers, rock media trickling filters,
final clarifiers, chlorine contact tank and chlorine feed
46
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Industrial Pre-Treatment
LCA owns and operates an Industrial Pre-treatment Plant
(IPP) located in Fogelsville, which was constructed in 1990
to provide pre-treatment of high-strength waste from Upper
Macungie Township industries. The IPP currently treats
industry waste, along with trucked-in waste from permitted
haulers and some domestic sewage. The 5.75 MGD facility
discharges into the Western Lehigh Interceptor, which
transports the waste to the KIWWTP.

Featured System | Wastewater

KIWWTP - Preliminary Treatment Plant Basics

Wastewater enters the plant from the collection system
and bar screens are used to remove solids larger than
½-inch. The solids are mechanically removed, pressed to
squeeze liquid back into the sewage flow. The solids are
bagged for odor control, stored in a dumpster, then hauled
to a landfill.
The screened wastewater flows by gravity into the Main
Pumping House (MPH) and Auxiliary Pumping Station (APS)
wet wells. An ultrasonic level sensor and programmable logic
controller (PLC) automatically controls the speed of four
centrifugal pumps in the MPH and two in the APS to match
the pump discharge rate with the raw wastewater inflow.

Primary Treatment

Primary Settling Tanks (PSTs) further separate
suspended solids by sedimentation, then collected by a
rake mechanism. Once sufficiently concentrated, sludge
is transferred to anaerobic digesters. Floating grease and
debris are collected from the surface of the PSTs by skimmer
arms and deposited into a scum well. Scum is mixed with
sludge daily and pumped to the digesters as well. The PSTs
have fixed covers to trap off-gases, which could be odorous.
These off-gases are scrubbed (see Odor Control later) and
released into the atmosphere. The clarified wastewater,
which has now received primary treatment, overflows from
the PSTs and is on its way to the next process.
Primary Sludge Pumping Station
A battery of macerators grind the debris prior to entering
plunger pumps housed in the Primary Sludge Pumping
Station (PSPS). These pumps transfer the sludge from the
PSTs, about 30 feet below ground level to two anaerobic
digesters. The settling tanks and pumps are interconnected
through a myriad of valves and pipes, which allows
operators to direct flow to different tanks and clean out the
tanks as needed. The station also houses a dewatering pump
to quickly empty the settling tanks for maintenance or other
activities.

The combined discharge from the stations is then
measured with a 36-inch venturi-type flowmeter in a 54inch force main, which terminates at the Aerated Grit
Chamber (AGC). Flows measured at this metering point and
other pumping areas are used to collect flow-proportioned
samples at stations throughout the plant. Laboratory testing
of the samples allows for review of the efficiency of each
treatment process, providing information for operations
control decisions to ensure the plant meets or exceeds
regulatory obligations. Downstream of the flow meter,
liquid oxygen is injected into the sewage flow to promote
healthy aerobic conditions, which enhances biological
treatment and minimizes potential odors.
The last stage of preliminary treatment, de-gritting, is
done in 3 to 4 minutes, while it is detained inside the AGC.
This allows heavy, inorganic solids to settle. As sewage flows
along the length of the chambers, air is applied perpendicular
to the flow, providing a rolling motion to the wastewater
to keep lighter solids in suspension and to prevent shortcircuiting. The heavier materials, or grit, settle. This grit is
removed by an operator using a remote clamshell hoist. The
grit is then trucked to a sanitary landfill.

Intermediate Pumping Station
The Intermediate Pumping Station (IPS) is two pumping
stations housed in one structure. The building contains ten
vertical turbine pumps, five of them are Primary Effluent
Pumps that carry clarified wastewater from the PSTs to
the Plastic Media Trickling Filters (PMTF). The other five
are designated to pump the PMTF treated sewage to the
Intermediate Settling Tanks (IST).
A Programmable Logic Control system and ultrasonic
level detection with a bubbler system backup allow automatic
operation of the station. In addition, a recirculation line
off the PMTF pump discharge header is used to control
hydraulic flow to optimize biological performance.
Secondary Treatment
Secondary treatment takes place inside four PMTF’s that
are 100 feet in diameter and 32 feet deep. The trickling
filter is one of the oldest and most dependable biological
treatment processes. The wastewater is pumped to the
SUMMER 2021
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top of the plastic media filters and distributed evenly over
their surface by rotary distributors. The media consists of
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) sheets that have been thermally
fused or glued together to create blocks. These blocks
of media, stacked 18 layers high in each filter, resemble
a huge honeycomb and provide 27 million square feet of
total surface area to which microorganisms can attach and
propagate.
As the wastewater trickles down through the media,
the microorganisms (primarily bacteria), under aerobic
conditions, metabolize the dissolved and non-settleable
organic material, converting carbonaceous waste to carbon
dioxide, water, and new cells. Eventually the biological
growth on the media becomes thick enough for a small
amount of the film, or biomass, to be removed with each
pass of the distributor arm and be carried away with the
underflow.
The oxygen for the aerobic environment within the
PMTF is provided by atmospheric air, which is drawn down
through the filter by an interconnected network of fiberglass
ducts underneath the PMTF that are connected to a series
of large fans. The fans also serve to remove off-gases from
within the filter to odor control scrubbers.

Tertiary Nitrification
Rock Media Trickling Filters (RMTFs), dating back to
1931, remove ammonia nitrogen from the sewage to meet
limits placed on plant effluent. Clarified secondary effluent
is distributed over the 5.3 acres of these rock media filters
by dosing chambers and a fixed-nozzle distribution system.
The aerosol action of the wastewater ascending into the air
allows for it to gather oxygen from the atmosphere, as this is
also an aerobic process.
The filter media is 10 feet deep and consists of 1 inch to
3-inch graded quarry stone. Like the PMTF, nitrification is
carried out by bacteria that grow on the rock, which oxidizes
the ammonia and turns it into nitrate with the intermediate
formation of nitrite.
The two principal types of bacteria, Nitrosomonas and
Nitrobacter, derive energy for growth from the oxidation
of inorganic nitrogen compounds. In addition to bacteria,
worms, snails, rotifers and protozoans make a home on the
rock media, using the colonies of bacteria as a food source.
As wastewater is applied to the rock by the nozzles, some of
the organisms slough off and are carried from the RMTF by
gravity to the Final Settling Tanks.

Intermediate Settling
The PMTF underflow is transferred to three circular,
center- feed Intermediate Settling Tanks (ISTs) for removal
of the biomass that was sloughed off earlier. These tanks are
like the primary settling tanks and allow for the separation
of solids. The biological solids that settle are collected by
a rake mechanism and continuously removed by a gravityfeed system that deposits them in the thickening tanks
(TTs).
Using controlled biological activity (PMTF) and gravity
(IST), soluble organic materials have been converted to
settleable organic materials and removed. The sewage is
now considered to have undergone “secondary” treatment.
Floating solids (such as sludge, insect larvae and snail
shells) are removed from the surface by skimmer arms and
returned to the plant headworks for additional treatment.
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Final Settling
The ten circular Final Settling Tanks (FST) ranging from
70 to 138 feet in diameter, are designed like the other settling
tanks, but with even greater detention time for capturing
even lighter solids, these tanks are considered a polishing
stage and refine the quality of effluent discharge. Three
pumping stations that are in four separate, self-contained
buildings transfer the additional settled sludge and all other
settled materials to designated sludge thickening tanks. At
this point, the wastewater has received advanced secondary
treatment, which is sometimes referred to as tertiary
treatment.

Technical | Wastewater
Disinfection
As the clarified overflow from the final settling tanks flows
into the Chlorine Contact Tank (CCT), a diffuser evenly
applies chlorine solution for disinfection. The contact tank
is divided into two trains that allow proper detention time
for adequate disinfection. Serving a dual purpose so that can
be isolated for cleaning also. The serpentine channels are
specifically designed to provide sufficient time for chlorine
to kill off harmful bacteria in the wastewater before it is
discharged to the Lehigh River.
Liquid elemental chlorine fed from 8 one-ton cylinders
is then converted to chlorine gas in evaporators, metered
through chlorinators (all located within the Chlorination
Building) and then combined with re-pumped plant
effluent to form the chlorine solution. Just before entering
the Lehigh River, the fully treated wastewater flows through
a Parshall flume for flow monitoring and pacing of the
chlorine. The final turbulence through the channel helps to
add dissolved oxygen.

controlling the amount of time the sludge is exposed to the
bacteria, potentially pathogenic organisms are reduced, the
volume of sludge requiring disposal is significantly reduced.
The end product is a soil amenity that can be beneficially
applied to farm fields or used for land reclamation.
KIWWTP has two 80-foot diameter primary anaerobic
digesters with floating covers; each has a volume of 1.25
million gallons. These units are called “primary” digesters
because the contents are actively heated and mixed to
maximize biological degradation of incoming sludge. The
gas is captured and piped to a generator, where it is burned
as fuel. The byproduct of that process is electricity, sold back
to LCA to run the plant and heat the digesters. In 2019, the
digesters produced about 300 to 330 thousand cubic feet of
biogas per day.

During higher river levels, typically due to flooding, the
elevation of the Lehigh River could cause river water to flow
back into the treatment plant. When this occurs, the outfall
gate is closed, and five submersible propeller pumps transfer
the plant effluent out to the Lehigh River. In addition, the
CCT houses two vertical turbine utility water pumps. As a
water conservation measure, the disinfected plant effluent
from the utility water pumps is used as wash-down water at
all buildings throughout the facility.
Sludge Thickening
The biological sludges collected within the intermediate
and final settling tanks are too “thin” and need to be
thickened or concentrated to be efficiently and economically
handled. Rake mechanisms are used to gently stir the solids
in three Thickening Tanks (TTs). A variety of pumps,
located in the basement of the Dewatering Building,
move the now thickened biosolids from these tanks to the
anaerobic digesters. Pumping is controlled by PLCs, which
are adjusted based on the density of the sludge.
Materials that float to the surface of the liquid that results
from the thickening process are returned to the plant head
works for re-treatment. Fiberglass covers on the thickening
tanks contain the off gasses, which are subsequently
scrubbed.
Sludge Stabilization
Sludge collected within the settling tanks and thickeners
throughout the facility must be stabilized to be disposed of in
a safe and environmentally beneficial manner. This is done
by anaerobic digesters, which use bacteria in an oxygenfree environment to convert volatile solids in the sludge
into methane, carbon dioxide and ammonia. By strictly

The Combined Heat and Power (CH&P) project actually
got its start almost 20 years ago, when Pennsylvania
Power and Light (PPL) installed 12 microturbines, small
generators powered by methane-fueled jet engines, to
produce electricity. In 2014 PPL upgraded to a new, single
generator, powered by a massive Caterpillar diesel engine,
which also runs on methane.
The methane gas byproduct is used as a fuel for water
boilers throughout the plant, including two that deliver
hot water to heat exchangers used to keep the mesophilic
digesters at a constant 99 to 100° F. Sludge recirculation
pumps, gas pearth systems and Scumbuster-type pumps
ensure complete, constant mixing of digester contents.
After the digestion process, biosolids are transferred
to the secondary digester. In this 80-foot diameter unit,
the biosolids are kept still, which promotes liquid-solids
separation. Stabilized biosolids settle on the sloped floor of
the tank, where the heaviest materials are then withdrawn
for dewatering. The supernatant liquid is returned to the
headworks for further treatment. The cover of the secondary
SUMMER 2021
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digester “floats” on the gas, serving as a gas storage reservoir.
Excess gas is flared off. The Digester Control Building
(DCB) houses all equipment and systems related to the
digestion process and gas collection/metering systems.
Residuals Dewatering
The stratified sludge from the secondary digesters is
dewatered by any of the three belt filter presses in the
upper floor of the Dewatering Building. Based on solids
concentration, a polymer is added as the sludge is pumped
to the presses. The force applied through a series of pressure
rollers squeezes water from the sludge until a solid “cake”
is discharged onto a conveyor. The interconnected belt
filter presses and conveyor system are designed to provide
flexibility for multiple dewatering and, finally, discharging
to the tractor trailers parked below. Residuals from
Allentown’s Water Treatment Plant are also dewatered at
this facility.

LCA’S Award-Winning Team

KIWWTP is operated by an awesome team of employees,
including: 2 Operations Managers (Plant Manager &
Assistant Plant Manager), 2 Operations Supervisors (Shift
supervisors - Shared between Water & Wastewater), 18
Operators (Shared), 1 Maintenance Manager, 9 Maintenance
Technicians, 1 Residuals Supervisor, 4 residuals Operators, 2
Equipment Operators, 1 Laboratory Manager (All laboratory
staff are shared between plants), 5 Laboratory Technicians,
2 Administrative Support staff, 1 Compliance Manager
(Shared), and 2 Industrial Pretreatment Technicians
In 2020, the team was recognized with the following
awards:
Laboratory Performance Excellence Award

Gases and moisture are drawn from the dewatering area
both for odor control and protection of personnel and
equipment. Corrosion control is augmented by the addition
of a chemical called potassium permanganate.
Odor Control Scrubbing
The location of the facility, near to center city Allentown,
has made odor control essential. Odor control planning is
factored into all phases of operation and maintenance. The
bagging of screenings and use of liquid oxygen are the first
odor control measures. Despite these efforts, the nature
of sewage and its treatment requires containment and
scrubbing of gases at several unit processes.
Chemical mist scrubbers are used in the areas of primary
treatment, secondary treatment, and the thickening tanks
to contain and oxidize odors. Each system is independent
and designed with specific considerations, particularly with
respect to air flow and the potential for noxious emissions.
For example, each of the four PMTF odor scrubbers handles
25,000 cubic feet per minute as the airflow needs to provide
aerobic conditions in the PMTF. The thickening tanks are
designed to provide sufficient air changes to allow plant
personnel to safely work under the covers, but the PST systems
only remove enough air to collect and scrub the off gases. In
the reaction chambers of each of the scrubbers, a pressurized
(90 psi) stream of softened water and sodium hypochlorite
— the main ingredient in laundry bleach — is atomized into
a mist of extremely fine droplets with a medium diameter of
about 9 microns (For comparison, a strand of human hair
is about 70 microns). The mist comes into contact with
the potentially odorous air for 10-30 seconds, resulting in
chemical oxidation of odorous species. Simply put, it removes
odors from the air. The scrubbed gases are then discharged
into the atmosphere at the top of each reaction chamber.
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Left to right - Rich Jones, Renee Vogel, Gretchen Schleppy, Melissa
McKinney, Kristen Pondish, Samantha Baker.

Plant Operation and Maintenance
Award – Greater than 2 MGD

Excellence

Dan Treat Memorial Award - Gary Saunders, Jr. S

Dan Treat Memorial Award presented to Gary Saunders, Jr.
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GIS Data Models - Vector Datasets vs. Raster Datasets
By Mike Emery
GIS displays a representation of the real world in the form
of maps and data in a digital form. That digital form is
in a Data Model. In GIS there are two main types of data
models: Vector and Raster.

a vertex. Polygon Features illustrate two dimensional areas
(with length and width) using a group of at least three
vertices that define a certain closed area.

If you look at this image below, on the left you see an
aerial photograph of a building with a road with an
unidentified point across the road we will call a Fire
Hydrant in this example. In the vector window you can see
where the building is drawn as a Green Area or Polygon.
The Road is represented as a Red Line and the Fire Hydrant
(unidentified point across the road) as a Blue Point. In the
Raster window you can see where the entire image is broken
up into equal sized boxes (called Cells). Each Cell is given
a numeric value that represents what it is. For example: “0”
may equal nothing (White Boxes), “1” may equal building
(Green Boxes), “2” may equal road (Red boxes), and “3”
may equal a Fire Hydrant (Blue box). Each Cell has an X
and Y location.

Raster Model – Represents the surface of the earth as
a grid of equally sized cells with numeric values. Cells
represent Quantitative & Qualitative measures for features.
An individual cell represents portion of earth. It can be
a square foot or a square meter or a square mile. It just
depends upon what you are trying to map and your source
data.

Raster Model

Each Cell is given a numeric value (or also called
Cell Value) which represents what it is you are trying to
map. Your Cell Value can represent two distinct types of
data, either Quantitative or Qualitative data. Qualitative
measures represent data that have distinct boundaries, such
as Landuse or Geology, or Soil type. For example in Landuse
you can have commercial land next to residential land, next
to agricultural land next to forest. With each landuse type
having a unique number to represent that particular landuse
type. Qualitative data represents data that have a gradual
change over space, such as elevation or temperature. So
for example you could have a temperature of 75 degrees in
Philadelphia but have 55 degrees in Pittsburgh. Typically
you would find a gradual change in temperature between
the two cities.

Vector Models represents discrete objects on the surface of
the earth such as hydrants, water mains and water treatment
plants as points, lines, and polygons/areas.
Hydrant = Point
Road = Line
Building = Area

(See Illustration above). Point Features are used to
represent objects that have no dimensions, using a single
x-y coordinate pair (such as Latitude and Longitude). Line
Features illustrate objects in one dimension using two or
more pairs of coordinates with the endpoints of the line
called a node and each of the interval points being called
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Notice in the Landuse land cover Raster image above.
There are 16 distinct landuse types, each with its each
unique number represnted in each cell in the map. This
would be an example of a Quantitative measure.

Column | GIS

Notice in the 3-D elevation image there is a RED line
which if you look at the legend is about at 1250 meters.
When you look at the highest elevation it is above 1300
meters and there is a gradual change from one to the other.
This would be an example of a Qualitative measure. S

Michael Emery
GIS Specialist
memery@prwa.com
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2020 Stormwater Needs Assessments Results
By Rebecca Holler
In February, the Water Environment Foundation released
the results from the 2020 National Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer System (MS4) Needs Assessment Survey. The
results are not stunning to anyone that works to manage a
stormwater system.
The assessment is a follow-up to a similar survey from
2018. In 2020, 804 responses were received from 47 states,
the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico during 2020. The
surveys were sent to authorities regulated by MS4 permits.
The questions aimed at determining the challenges, impacts
and needs of these entities1.
The results show a staggering 8.5-billion-dollar annual
funding gap for stormwater management. This is 10%
increase from the 2018 assessment2. In particular a lack of
staffing was continuously identified as an issue. As many
of us know there is simply not enough time or money to
complete all the tasks in a regulated stormwater system.
Somewhat surprisingly, more respondents identified
aging or failing infrastructure as a major concern for
their system than budgets. This was of particular concern
in our EPA region when compared to other portions of
the country. Failures in stormwater infrastructure result
in flooding, dangerous road conditions, environmental
impacts, and increased costs. Even with dedicated funding
the manpower for these large-scale upgrades is lacking1.
The study also identifies increasing or confusing
regulations as a third large concern. Our country is
predicted to have 70% of our population living in urban
areas by 20501. This pressure will force many previously
unregulated systems to enter into new permits and increase
regulations on those already struggling. Non-compliance
with regulations can lead to fines, lack of consumer
confidence, and greater flooding impacts. Each of these
comes with its own financial burden.
I am sure most of you reading this have already said “tell
me something I don’t know.” It can appear that a study like
this only serves to restate the obvious, however these studies
are beneficial. They are often the driver of future policy.
Additionally, they can direct outreach efforts by organizations
that offer support to stormwater entities, such as PRWA.
From the study it was identified there is a clear need for
education2. Public educational resources are available on the
PRWA website or by contacting PRWA. Additionally, systems
should consider working with the county conservation
district or other partners for outreach and education of the
public.
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When it comes to internal education, there are fewer
resources. PRWA offers some on our website and can offer
additional resources as needed. Additionally, you should
discuss the permit needs and obligations with the engineer
that worked on the permit and any DEP staff involved with
the permit. Frequent and early communication helps to
ensure there are fewer non-compliance issues.
Technical assistance in the form of planning,
implementation, accurate mapping, and trouble shooting
can be provided through PRWA. We offer stormwater
memberships that can provide you access to technical
guidance for some of the issues you may face. Additionally,
PRWA offers our GIS mapping at a reasonable cost to your
system. Accurate and detailed maps are vital to maintaining,
planning, and upgrading any storm water infrastructure.
These maps can save time when issues arise, provide future
planning and much more.
While this study may not present a new and surprising
view of the issues, it does highlight what we already know.
Each of you works hard, with very little money, to meet
the needs of your community. Thank you for that. PRWA
will continue to work to highlight the many needs of your
systems, and provide technical assistance to you, our
members. Please contact PRWA with any technical needs
you may have in regard to stormwater, mapping, or other
needs. S

Rebecca Holler
Sourcewater Protection
Specialist
rholler@prwa.com

(Endnotes)
1
2020 National Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) Needs Assessment Survey Results. (2021, February).
Retrieved March, 2021, from Water Environment Federation’s
Stormwater Institute website: https://wefstormwaterinstitute.
org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/WEF_MS4_Needs_Assessment_Survey_Full_Report_2020_Final.pdf

2
WEF releases NATIONAL Ms4 needs Assessment
survey results. (2021, February 24). Retrieved March 1, 2021,
from https://www.estormwater.com/funding/wef-releases-national-ms4-needs-assessment-survey-results?oly_enc_
id=0884A1221756E8U
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Managing a Natural Asset: Forests
By Kurtis Wagner
If I told the average water customer that I would either give
their community $100,000, or a ready to use public water well
with high quality and protected raw water; which one would
they choose? Which one would you choose? As owners,
operators, and water industry partners we are aware that the
buzzwords of “asset management” are ever louder across the
landscape of aging utilities. Within this initiative to bolster
utilities’ sustainability (profitable operations without a need
for ongoing subsidies) is an emphasis on management of
their natural assets for financial and environmental benefits.
Water utilities rely on 3 types of assets to fulfill their
mission to provide safe drinking water sustainably:
Physical Assets - Built systems; i.e. treatment
plants, transmission mains, dams, etc.
Human Assets - Professional, qualified staff
throughout the organization; contractors,
engineers
Natural Assets - Watersheds (rivers,
streams, lakes, forests, prairies, wetlands, etc.),
Aquifers and other natural systems
Having a well-designed, maintained, and up to date
treatment plant saves time, energy costs, and preserves
consumer confidence in water quality. Staffing capable
managers, employees, and technical liaisons allows utilities
to maintain, operate, and troubleshoot with efficiency.
Additionally, having well maintained natural assets
positions the utility to preserve or even increase the value of
their natural assets over time.
Natural assets differ in a very distinct way. If a utility
needs a new filter, they can hire an engineer to design one.
If the utility has a leaking water main, they can clamp or
replace the leaking pipe. If a utility needs a new operator,
they can hire and train a new employee. Each of these
scenarios, while limited by funding, is controlled by the
utility. However, not many water utilities have full control
over the natural assets that make their mission possible.
Physical assets are the easiest to evaluate, because apart
from unexpected failures and accidents, the costs are
generally predictable. For example, the cost of a new water
storage tank is easy to see on paper. Maintenance is pretty
straight forward as well. Let’s say the property to place the
tank is $100,000. The total construction cost is $250,000.
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The anticipated yearly maintenance cost (tank inspections,
painting, and labor) is $1,500 over the life of the tank.
The expected life of the tank is 40 years. What is the total
anticipated cost over 40 years? $100,000 + $250,000 +
$60,000 = $410,000. The average yearly cost is $410,000 ÷
40 years = $10,250. The average quarterly cost is $2,562.50.
I digress. The point is that these assets are typically and
rightfully under much scrutiny by a utility to ensure that
the operating budget is balanced.
Human assets are a more slippery slope. People can’t be put
on paper quite so comprehensively. The added or diminished
value of a good employee versus a bad employee is often easy
to observe but difficult to measure. Regardless, the fact that
motivated and trained employees and managers add value to
a utility’s mission is obvious to those in close proximity.
Now, consider natural assets. What is the value of a natural
asset? Perhaps the lack of objective knowledge in this area
is the reason they are more prone to be overlooked than the
other two categories? Yet, natural assets can make or break a
utility’s bottom line. Water sources with sufficient quality and
consistent yield are the x-factor in every sustainable drinking

Column | Sourcewater
water utility. But can these assets be managed? What is the
benefit of trying? Consider the following example:
Our Natural Asset
Forested Landcover
What is the Asset’s Value to Water Quality?
To remain brief, not all forests are equal. However, in
general forested land is one of the most effective land covers
for the improvement or sustainability of water quality. Forests
intercept and slow down precipitation, and strong roots from
trees stabilize soil providing significant reduction in erosion.
Forest’s complex root systems and layers of fallen leaves
and organic matter slow down and trap water, allowing the
groundwater sources to recharge with efficiency.
What is the Asset’s Monetizable Value to a Water Utility?
A survey of public drinking water utilities conducted in
2002 by the Trust for Public Land and the American Water
Works Association showed that in watersheds with up to
60% forested cover, a 10% increase in forested landcover in
the watershed, resulted in a 20% decrease in water treatment
costs.1 One of the most beneficial locations for forested land

in relation to water quality is adjacent to streams. Forested
buffers or setbacks can yield significant reductions in turbidity.
Consider the Little River in Georgia where scientists found
that a riparian (adjacent to the river) forest had accumulated
311,600 to 471,900 pounds per acre of sediment annually
over the last 100 years. Think of the time and resources that
could be saved by drinking water utilities downstream simply
through the reduced need to backwash filters.2
Beyond the benefits of water quality, woodlands
renewable resources provide potential monetary value to
a utility. Generally speaking, depending on the type and
proximity to a source of water, most forests can sustain a
select harvesting of timber. Timbering provides a valuable
supplemental income to utilities and adjacent landowners,
and while it can be a great detriment when done without
best practices, it can also be part of the overall enhancement
of the forest quality when done properly.3
When managing forests, think sustainably as you consider
the following hypothetical scenarios:
Scenario 1: You hire Dave’s Trees to come and cut your
trees, because he will give you $25,000 (and suggests a 5
year cycle) to harvest trees. However, Dave unintentionally
cuts more trees than he should, and you will end up loosing
$10,000 dollars per harvest for 30 years. Even more, your
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water quality may decrease and incur potential added
treatment costs. The total profit (6 harvests) would be
$100,000, but any additional treatment costs should be
subtracted from this total.
Scenario 2: Bill’s Timber offers $20,000 (5 year cycle),
using best practices when harvesting and select trees that
will enhance the overall health of the woodlands and further
protect your water quality. Total profit is 120,000 plus
potential savings toward water treatment costs – a win/win.
Scenario 3: Because of your unique scenario, you can’t
harvest any trees. You do not collect the potential $120,000.
Nevertheless, by protecting your water source, you don’t have
additional treatment requirements. The potential savings are
in the hundreds of thousands of dollars in savings.
Working through these pros and cons is essential to
securing the bottom line of your natural assets.
When considering the value of these additional renewable
resources, timber isn’t the only commodity available for export
in the modern landscape. Carbon credits have also become a
hot topic in today’s regulatory world. All living organisms are
made up largely of carbon molecules. However, it is the carbon
in carbon dioxide gas that has many private stake holders and
the State of California focused on a process called carbon
sequestering. Carbon sequestering is accomplished when trees
and other plants use sunlight to synthesize foods from carbon
dioxide and water (photosynthesis). Plants release oxygen and
store carbon. Since trees have so much mass, they are excellent
carbon sequesters. Some utilities and private land owners are
helping their bottom line by “selling” this exchange of carbon
credits through organizations like The Nature Conservancy.
Who are the Asset’s Managers?
Naturally, landowners are the managers of forests. Yet,
there are many players in the forestry landscape. Typical
categories include state or local governmental agencies
private landowners, forestry companies, municipalities,
and of course utilities. Most water utilities aren’t fortunate
enough to employ forestry experts or own the bulk of the
forested land in their sourcewater protection areas, but they
can still be active in managing their forest landscapes.
Expanding Your Assets Managers
Forging partnerships and raising awareness are often the paths
to successful management of natural assets, while maximizing
the many benefits that they bring to owners and the community
at large. You don’t have to navigate this task alone. Consider
the included brochure as a quick reference and resource, not
only for you, but also for neighboring landowners and partners
around you. As always, consider your partnership with PRWA as
well. If you need help getting started or considering new options,
reach out to the sourcewater protection team for assistance as
you manage your natural asset of forested lands.
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Email me for a printable brochure or to discuss further
resources with the sourcewater team at PRWA. S

(Endnotes)

Kurtis Wagner
Sourcewater Protection
Specialist
kwagner@prwa.com

1
Winrock
International - Soil and Water Protection. (n.d.). Retrieved February 02, 2021, from https://winrock.org/westool/soil-and-water-protection/
2
Understanding the Science Behind Riparian Forest Buffers: Effects on Water Quality. (2009, May 01). Retrieved February 02, 2021, from https://www.pubs.ext.
vt.edu/420/420-151/420-151.html
3
Timber Harvesting Effects on Water Quality and
Quantity in the Headwaters of the Neuse River Basin. (n.d.). Retrieved February 02, 2021, from https://www.ncforestservice.
gov/water_quality/pdf/4pagePairedWatershedSummary.pdf
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New Members of PRWA
System Members

Associate Members

CB Mobile Home Park, LLC, Luzerne County
Colony Water Association, Erie County
Gallitzin Mobile Home Court LLC, Luzerne County
Keystone Apt LLC, Outside PA
Paint Township, Somerset County
Ramblewood Mobile Home Park, Chester County
Riverview Estates, Warren County
Sanofi, Monroe County

Edmunds GovTech
Northfield, NJ

Leading Provider of Local Government ERP Software and
Services

Eurofins QC, LLC
Horsham, PA

Environmental Laboratory Testing

Mueller Systems
Bala Cynwyd, PA

Water Meters & Technology

Non-Transient / Non-Community Members
Landisville Camp Meeting, Lancaster County
Seneca Hills Bible Camp, Venango County
Tri-Valley School District, Schuylkill County

Napoli Shkolnik Law PLLC
New York, NY

Napoli Shkolnik Law represents the National Rural Water in
registering water and wastewater systems to recover their
expenses

RMS Environmental, LLC
Jamison, PA

Hydrogeology & Environmental Consulting Services

From: February 9, 2021 - May 10, 2021
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Advertiser Index
AccentPDIR.............................................................13
APPI Energy..................................................................3
ARM Group ............................................................... 10
Bankson Engineers ..................................................25
Bissnuss Inc .............................................................. 7
Core and Main ..........................................................IFC
Coyne Environmental Services ................................ 16
DN Tanks ..................................................................53
Entech Engineering Inc ............................................59
ESRI...........................................................30
Exeter Supply Co., Inc ..............................................55
Ferguson Waterworks................................................61
Fox Tapping ............................................................... 17
Greenman-Pedersen, Inc..............................................2
Gwin, Dobson & Foreman ............................................9
Herbert, Rowland, & Grubic, Inc ...............................63
JHA Companies.........................................................53
Laurel Management...................................................55
LB Water ................................................................... 39
Mapping Solutions.....................................................27

Mid Atlantic Storage Systems..................................58
Mobile Dredging & Video Pipe...................................24
National Road Utility..................................................31
Nittany Engineering & Associates.............................IBC
PA Coalition For Oral Health.......................................51
Pittsburg Tank & Tower ..............................................23
PRWA Distance Learning............................................62
Schmidt's Wholesale..................................................63
Stewart Drilling..........................................................28
SwiftReach ................................................................ 29
USA Bluebook ...........................................................BC
W.C. Weil Company .....................................................11

Advertising Spots Available

for 2021

Advertise in the Keystone Tap
and online!
Go to

www.prwa.com/advertise
or call Pattie-Jo at (800) 653-7792 ext 110
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138 West Bishop Street
Bellefonte, PA 16823
(800) 653-PRWA
Change Service Requested

ATTENTION: WATER / WASTEWATER DEPT
When finished reading, please route to:
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